
RCONA July 2019 unofficial meeting notes  

Here is the packet I handed out. I got lot of sympathy. Not much constructive 
feedback, someone asked what outcome I wanted and I confessed that I didn't 
really have one. JMC is not going to re-name their development. But they won't 
be Sierra Vista Neighborhood Association. On my way home I fantasized about 
getting JMC to build a Sierra Vista  retaining wall for us. LOL, when pigs fly.  

Other news: 
Application to be filled out for National Neighborhood Day Sept 15, form due 8/9. 
I have the form if it hasn't already been submitted. 

Our next meeting? Aug 7th? Where? Gooseport? New pub downtown in Sierra 
College bldg.  Robert Sanchez and Jim Kidd want to attend, provide info on 
things like, how do we get on the agenda? 

Fireworks Booth. We had 14 volunteer hours (mostly Krissy) and earned $319. 
Money will be deposited in August when TNT check clears. Also, Krissy win, of 
the $4000 in pre-sales, a 50/50 fundraiser, Roseville High School Band sold 
$1500, earning $750, as the top fundraising group. $400 in coupons weren't 
redeemed, so just donations! Way to go RHS Band & Krissy! 

New RCONA website rolled out today. Eventually NA's will get a username & pw 
to upload and post NA events and news.  

Johnson Pool has just had a huge renovation and we are encouraged to check it 
out on Aug 6, national night out event.  

Glenda Hay-Atwood 

Attachment:

The identity Theft of Sierra Vista -Timeline 
1906 – Placer County Recorder-Grant Deed document date of 
Neighborhood “SIERRA VISTA PARK”. See attached a collage of 
multiple Grant Deeds from the neighborhood. 



1933 –The City Park on Sierra Boulevard, originally “Sierra Vista Park,” 
was renamed “Woodbridge Park” in memory of Dr. Bradford 
Woodbridge, Board of Trustee. See attached City Archive document. 

1953- Sierra View Country Club was opened. View being the Spanish 
translation of Vista. 

Jan 14, 2010 – Roseville Planning Commission-Open Public Meeting on 
Development of SIERRA VISTA SPECIFIC PLAN development in 
West Roseville. Sierra Vista resident Glenda Hay attended and objected 
to the duplicated use of SIERRA VISTA as a neighborhood identifier. A 
staff member followed up with Glenda Hay and assured her that this was 
a developer chosen name and no actual neighborhood would be called 
this. The Attached Agenda from January 28, 2010 includes minutes 
of this meeting and reflect Glenda’s attendance and objection. 

Aug. 4, 2010 “SIERRA VISTA” resident Glenda Hay submitted an 
Opinion Letter to the Press Tribune newspaper. 

Dec 21, 2011- “SIERRA VISTA” resident James Dieckman submitted an 
Opinion Letter to the Press Tribune newspaper. 

2019 -JMC begins development of “The Villages of Sierra Vista.” The 
community entrance is flanked by Sierra Vista retaining walls, and each 
smaller community, Pinnacle, Monument, etc., is similarly flanked with 
the community name and SV seals on opposing ends. 
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Grant Deeds from various residences
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